Integrating Students into Ambulatory Clinics: this workshop was designed to actively integrate students into an ambulatory clinic setting using 5 skills. Below are some quick video clips introducing the session, teaching the 5 skills, and group discussions on integrating these skills into your clinic.

Student Integration into Clinic
https://vimeo.com/391568249/aeff0a5845
This 5 minute video from workshop facilitators Drs. Michelle Keating and Scott Harper describes several challenges faced when integrating students into clinics, and emphasizes the importance of turning passive shadowers into active participants.

Skill #1 - Prepping for Clinic
https://vimeo.com/384872134/a0c783d2b2
This 4 minute video describes a simple model for helping students prep for your clinic so that you and the student connect maximally and benefit mutually.

Example of Prepping for Clinic
https://vimeo.com/384873151/88854d6540
This 2 minute video provides an example of what prepping for clinic looks like.

Skill 2: Models for Incorporating Students in the Clinical Encounter
Skill 2, Option 1 – Concurrent Visits https://vimeo.com/389266466/039f0eb681
Skill 2, Option 2 – Preceptor as Scribe https://vimeo.com/389266973/915124131a
Skill 2, Option 3 – Student Takes Portion of History https://vimeo.com/389267566/31ebd26d79

Skill 3: EMR Work While in Clinic
Skill 3: EMR Work – Writing Notes https://vimeo.com/389268297/3b5f0d1a18

Skill 4: Physical Exam Instruction in the Room
Skill 4: Physical Exam Instruction – Description https://vimeo.com/389268825/b7c5e79b54
Skill 4: Physical Exam Instruction – Example Video https://vimeo.com/389269417/9109393a33

Practical Application and Group Discussion
Skill 1: Prepping for Clinic – Real world application https://vimeo.com/389269846/546d8c1185
Skill 2: Incorporating Students in the Encounter – Real world application https://vimeo.com/389270420/189ec6415e
Skill 3: EMR Work - Real world application https://vimeo.com/389272040/3a119d6c8f
Skill 4: Physical Exam Instruction – Real world application https://vimeo.com/389272515/717fa5120b
Skill 5: Student Feedback – Real world application https://vimeo.com/389273361/bd5ad542f6